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The University Center: It's time for students to see where they will be eating
COMMENCEMENT 2008
SATURDAY, MAY 17
9:30 a.m.

Alex G. Spanos Center
Faculty and Graduates assemble at 8:30 a.m. on the south side
of South Campus Gym.

Diploma and Hooding Ceremonies
1:00 p.m.

COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Alex G. Spanos Center
Faculty and Graduates assemble at 12:00 p.m. on the south side
of South Campus Gym.

THOMAS J. LONG SCHOOL OF PHARMACY & HEALTH SCIENCES
Pharmacy Lawn
Graduates and faculty assemble at 12:00 p.m. at the Health
Sciences Building.

BENERD SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
South Campus Lawn
Graduates and faculty assemble at 12:00 p.m. at the west
entrance to the Education Building.

EBERHARDT SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Knoles Lawn
Graduates assemble at 12:00 p.m. at the west entrance to Weber
Hall; Faculty assemble at 12:00 p.m. at the north entrance of
Knoles Hall.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
Southwest Lawn
Graduates and faculty assemble at 12:00 p.m. along the west side
of the lawn under the OIT canopy.

SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
Graduates and faculty assemble at 12:00 p.m. at the southwest
corner of the
Faye Spanos Concert Hall.

ARTHUR A. DUGONI SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
Dental hygiene program
Graduates and faculty assemble at 12:00 p.m. Location TBD

4:00 p.m.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
Graduates and faculty assemble at 3:00 p.m. at the southwest
corner of the
Faye Spanos Concert Hall.

For scheduling in the event of rain see http://www.pacific.edu/commencement/rain-
schedule.html

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
WEEKLY REPORT
April 27 – May 3, 2008

DUI ARREST
LOT 10
4-27-08
Officer conducted a traffic stop after a vehicle almost
struck his after running a stop
sign. Subject was arrested for
DUI and transported to the
county jail.

VANDALISM
LOT 3
4-27-08
Victim reported her
vehicle's lock was damaged.
Passenger door lock was
drilled open. Officers located
other two vehicles vandalized.
Officer initiated a report.

NOISE COMPLAINT
STADIUM DR
4-27-08
Officers responded to a
disturbance in the area. Officers
contacted the subjects and
advised them to keep the noise
down. Subjects complied.

WALLACE ARREST
BIANCHI @ PACIFIC
4-27-08
Officers conducted a
traffic stop and located open
containers in the vehicle.
Driver also had brass knuckles
in the vehicle. Driver was
arrested for the violation and
transported to the county jail.

NARCOTICS
SOUTHWEST HALL
4-28-08
Alarm company reported a
trouble signal. Officer
responded and advised the
room number of the trouble
signal. Officer contacted
the resident and learned the
subject was smoking marijuana
in the room and disconnected
the smoke detector. Subject
was charged for the narcotic
violation and alarm tampering.

WEHLEAR CHECK
JESSIE BALLANTYNE
4-29-08
Staff reported a domestic
verbal argument. Officers
responded and were able to
locate the male subject for
questioning. Subject was later
contacted and interviewed.
Officer initiated a report.

CASSITY
LONG THEATER
4-29-08

Stockton Fire reported en
route to a report of a female
subject who fainted. Medics
transported the subject via
ambulance to a local hospital.
Officer initiated a report.

DUI ARREST
LOT 1
4-30-08
Officers conducted a traffic
stop and determined the subject
was DUI. CHP responded and
arrested the subject for DUI
and an outstanding warrant.
Subject was transported to the
county jail.

FIELD INTERVIEW
STAGG MEMORIAL
4-30-08
Officers conducted a
checkout on three subjects.
One subject was going through
the dumpster. Two subjects
were contacted on the levee.
All subjects were interviewed
and released.

THEFT
LOT 4
4-30-08
Victim reported her
laptop stolen from the trunk and an
iPod stolen from the glove
compartment. Vehicle was
locked when the victim returned
to her vehicle. Unknown
how entry was made. Officer
initiated a report.

SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
NEAR UCs
4-30-08
Officers responded to a
report of two males making
exposing themselves in the
area. Officers contacted the
two subjects, interrogated
and released. No victims
present to press charges.

VANDALISM
BONNIE & STADIUM
5-01-08
Victim reported someone
smashed the driver side window
of his vehicle. Nothing missing
from the vehicle. Officer
initiated a vandalism report.

TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
PACIFIC @ BROOKSIDE
5-01-08
Officer reported to a non
injury accident. Both parties
exchanged information.

SUSPICIOUS PERSON
WOODBRIDGE
5-01-08
Officer responded to a
report of a male subject possibly intoxicated on the
drunk in the area. Officer
located the subject and
initiated a report.

SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
LOT 21
5-01-08
Officers responded to a
report of five naked males in
the area. Officers were unable
to locate the subjects. Officers
spoke to fraternity members
regarding university regulations
regarding pledging/bazing and
advised subject will be arrested
if located nude.

RESISTING ARREST
CHAPEL @ ATCHLEY
5-02-08
Officer responded to a
report of an intoxicated male
subject requesting a ride from
a female in the area. Officer
located the subject who fled.
Officer began a pursuit on
foot and at 2:22 AM advised
one in custody. Subject was
arrested for resisting arrest and
transported to the county jail.

CASUALTY
OWEN HALL
5-02-08
Officers and medics
responded to a report of a
casualty who fell. Female
refused medical treatment.
Officer initiated a report.

VANDALISM
LOT 23
5-02-08
Victim reported someone
had walked on her vehicle,
leaving footprints on the trunk
and roof. Victim reported a
dent on the hood. Officer
initiated a report.

UNIVERSITY REG
DRAKE APts
5-03-08
Officer responded to
noise complaints and people
drinking in excess at 9:30 AM.
Officer made contact with the
residents who were having
a keg party and advised they
will make arrests if another
response necessary.
Dr. Elizabeth Griego looks forward to the opening of the University Center. "It completes the triangle of Student Life," she commented, "which will include Hand Hall, the University Center, and the McCaffery Center.

Plans for the McCaffery Center are still unknown, though there has been talk of the expansion of the Tiger Grocery store, and the conversion of the Summit into office space. ASuop will remain where it is.

Thanks to the Pacific Fund and Ted Leland, the University Center is scheduled to open in the Fall of this year. See below for more details of how the UC will benefit and improve student life, as well as how to contribute to Pacific in order to see more additions to the Stockton campus.

The Everyday Destination

Many features of the University Center will draw students on a daily basis. Students can pick up a cup of coffee when they check their mail, have dinner with floor mates by the fireplace, or meet friends for live music in the Student Café.

24 Hour-A-Day Café

For a late night hot-spot on weekends, the student café will feature music or show the best in pay-per-view or Tiger sports. During the week it will never be too late to take a study break and grab a cup of coffee in the café (shown above).

You've Got Mail

Students will receive a single campus address for their entire time at Pacific. The mail center is combined with banking and vending space. The area will serve the entire student population, creating another social hub in the center.

Time To Eat

Combining the dining hall meal plan with retail dining will support a menu for just about everyone. ASuop residents together in Centralized dining brings commuters and on-campus residents together in one common setting.
**Best Men's Athletic Team:**
Basketball

**Best Women's Athletic Team:**
Volleyball

**Best Male Athlete:**
Anthony Brown (top right)
TJ Bordeaux (bottom right)

**Best Female Athlete:**
Valerie Niles
Rachel Taylor

**Best Individual Performance in a Game:**
Michael Kirby's last second shot to push the Feb. 2 game v CS Northridge into overtime

**Best Guest Speaker:**
Bill Clinton (below)

**Best Tree on Campus:**
The Jizz Tree

**Best All Around Spot on Campus:**
Rose Gardens (right)

**Best Place to do Homework:**
Library

**Best Place Not to do Homework:**
My room

**Best Study Room in the Library:**
G (right)

**Apartments vs. Townhouses:**
Apartments
Best Professor:
Alan Ray, Communications
Susan Sample, SIS and Political Science
Peter Meyer, Business

Administrative Staff:
Sings, SIS

Best Class:
For Business: Marketing Management
For SIS: Contemporary World Issues

Best Meal at the Dining Hall:
Breakfast

Best Midnight Snack from the Summit:
Chicken Tenders

Best ASUop Event:
Tiger Night

Best Social Sorority:
Kappa Alpha Theta

Best Social Fraternity:
Theta Chi

Best Professional Fraternity:
Delta Phi Epsilon

Best Professional Sorority:
Sigma Alpha Iota
Phi Delta Chi

Best On-Campus Party:
Theta Chi Halloween

Best Off-Campus Party:
Pikes of the Caribbean and the Rockstar Party

Best Party Foul:
Spilling Drinks

Photograph Courtesy of www.disneyfrontier.com
Esteemed Conservationist and Author to Address 2008 Graduates
At 151st Commencement Exercises

For immediate release: May 2, 2008
Dr. Terry Maple, a 1968 Pacific alumnus, eminent conservationist, and former director of the acclaimed Zoo Atlanta, will deliver the keynote address for the 151st Commencement ceremony at University of the Pacific. Maple's work with Zoo Atlanta and his work in nature preservation have earned him a reputation as one of the nation's leading conservationists. The University will confer on Maple the honorary degree of doctor of laws during the ceremony.

Commencement exercises take place at 9:30 a.m. May 17 in the Alex G. Spanos Center, on the Stockton campus. Each of the Stockton schools and colleges and the dental hygiene program will then hold hooding and robing ceremonies in the afternoon, and the Pacific McGeorge School of Law will hold separate Commencement exercises in San Francisco and Sacramento, respectively. See www.pacific.edu/commencement for a full schedule.

Maple's latest book "A Contract with the Earth," co-written with former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich, addresses global climate change and other urgent environmental issues. His other books include "Saving the Giant Panda," "Zoo Man: Inside the Zoo Revolution" and "Ethics on the Ark."

Maple is best known for leading the Atlanta Zoo for 17 years. During his tenure as director, he rehabilitated an institution that had lost its accreditation and turned it into one of the most widely respected zoos in the nation. Zoo Atlanta now is home to many endangered species, including giant pandas and a renowned gorilla exhibit.

"Terry Maple exemplifies Pacific's core values of responsible leadership and community engagement," said Phil Gilbertson, provost at Pacific. "His career-long devotion to public service has broadened into work that promotes sustainability in a global context, which is one of the most important issues facing our graduates today."

Maple is the president and CEO of the Palm Beach Zoo and professor of psychology (on leave) at the Georgia Institute of Technology School of Psychology, where he heads up the Center for Conservation and Behavior and focuses his research on animal psychology. He is internationally recognized as an expert on the behavior of great apes and helped to design Zoo Atlanta's innovative gorilla exhibit, which is considered one of the most important gorilla facilities in the world.

In 1984, when Maple was appointed director of Zoo Atlanta, the zoo was ranked one of the ten worst in the nation and had lost its accreditation. Within a year of taking on this challenge, the zoo was re-energized and preparing to open many new exhibits for its centennial year a few years later. Ten years after losing its accreditation, Zoo Atlanta hosted the national conference of the American Zoo and Aquarium Association. The Georgia Wildlife Federation recognized Zoo Atlanta under Dr. Maple's leadership in 1991 with the Conservation Organization of the Year award and further recognized Dr. Maple with the Special Conservation Achievement: Endangered Wildlife Award in 1996. In 1999 the Atlanta Zoo became one of only three zoos in the U.S. to house giant pandas from China. Zoo Atlanta is now seen as a model for research and conservation on a global level.

Dr. Maple received his undergraduate degree in psychology from University of the Pacific in 1968. He received his master's (1971) and his Ph.D. (1974) in psychology from the University of California, Davis. In 1971, he studied for a year at the University of Stockholm as a Rotary Foundation International Graduate Fellow. He was then awarded a prestigious Giannini Foundation Post-doctoral Fellowship to research in Biomedical Science at the UC Davis School of Medicine. He was recruited to Atlanta's Zoo in 1975 to serve on the faculty of Emory University. He moved to Georgia Tech in 1978, retaining his research affiliation with Emory's Yerkes National Primate Research Center.

At Pacific, Maple played baseball under Ted Stubbs. He was co-captain of the varsity baseball team in 1967 and 1968, and the team's Most Valuable Player in 1967. The 1968 team was inducted into the Pacific Hall of Fame in 2004. In 2004, Maple was honored with the Amos Alonzo Stagg Award recognizing lifetime achievements of former student-athletes. It has helped to endow scholarships named for Stubbs and his first academic mentor, Martin T. Gipson.

In 1988, the Pacific Alumni Association awarded Maple its Distinguished Public Service Award. Among his numerous accomplishments, Maple is a past president of the American Association of Zoos and Aquariums and is currently a Profession Fellow in this organization. He is a Fellow in both the American Psychological Association and the American Psychological Society. Maple is the author and editor of 200 scientific publications and founding editor of the journal Zoo Biology.

Bon Appétit is now recruiting for fall term.
Great positions still available at the Tiger Grocery!

Bon Appétit is now recruiting for excellent opportunities open to student and non-student workers for the Tiger Grocery which will open August 21st 2008.

Some of the many benefits of working with Bon Appétit include:

- Competitive Pay
- Bonus Meals
- Fun Working Environment
- Socially Responsible Company
- No Commute!

Please stop by the Bon Appétit office or email smohsenzadegan@pacific.edu for an application.
DeSean’s Sports Update

Lance Martin
Guest Writer

“We poppin’ bottles like we won a championship ring” – Bryant “Birdman” Williams

Juice didn’t win a championship ring, but we won a championship t-shirt, so that means we are still going to pop bottles. Also big ups to Blue Magic.

NFL

If anyone is looking to buy a nice Nashville suburban house featuring a two-acre lake stocked with fish, two barns, and two guest quarters with game rooms, please contact Adam “Pac-Man” Jones’ realtor agent, Brad Pile at (615) 661-4400.

On second thought, the Pittsburgh Steelers picking up RB Rashard Mendenhall, WR Limus Sweed and QB/WR Dennis Dixon at the draft could possibly be a better deal than the whole Boston team combined.

Dennis Dixon at the draft could possibly be a better deal than the whole Boston team combined. Made Boston look more vulnerable than a sorority girl after take the series, because Lebron has more playoff experience that Earth after the near catastrophe against Atlanta, because Atlanta made Boston look more vulnerable than a sorority girl after take the series, because Lebron has more playoff experience.

The NBA MVP award. Upon hearing this, Sasha Vujacic leaned back in his chair, looked at the window, and thought about how much money he could make if he were to play for the Beatles. He then decided to stay with the Lakers, as they had just offered him a contract that would pay him $5 million a year.

TC6 beat the Patriots of the NBA. The Giants did beat the Patriots this year, so anything is possible (and thank God they didn’t win a championship ring).

NBA EAST

Boston vs. Cleveland: Boston was brought back to life after the near catastrophe against Atlanta, because Atlanta made Boston look more vulnerable than a sorority girl after take the series, because Lebron has more playoff experience than the whole Boston team combined.

Detroit vs. Orlando: Detroit has the same chance of winning this series as the chance there is not going to be an Iron Man sequel. With a $100+ million opening day weekend, they are going to make a trilogy.

NBA WEST

Los Angeles vs. Utah: Kobe Bryant was at dinner with his fellow teammates when he received a message that he won the NBA MVP award. Upon hearing this, Sasha Vujacic leaned toward Bryant and told him to hire the bullet, the dinner tab was $5,000. Seven-million for cheating on your wife and five-thousand for being NBA MVP, looks like Kobe got off easy.

Expect the Lakers to be in the West Finals because the MVP always goes to the finals, minus Nowitzki last year.

New Orleans vs. San Antonio: I would be more pumped up than a Ball Park hot dog if CP3, DW30, PS16, and TC6 beat the Patriots of the NBA. The Giants did beat the Patriots this year, so anything is possible (and thank God they did).

MLB

I hate to say this, but the Yankees are too young (Phil Hughes, Ian Kennedy) and too old (Jorge Posada and Jason Giambi). As long as the Yankees have dedicated fans like Ivonne Hernandez, who ran over a man who yelled “Yankee’s fan it’s considered community service."

Ivonne Hernandez, who ran over a man who yelled “Yankee’s fan it’s considered community service."

My father is the Managing Editor of the Stockton Record and I grew up visiting newsrooms as he moved from paper to paper reporting in different cities. I have known, since I was little, that journalism was not what I wanted to do, but coming to Pacific changed that. I enjoy working with the writers and editors of the Pacifican, and I know I will be here for the next three years ensuring that the Pacifican is printing better and better quality news.

Nadia and I have worked to greatly improve the look of the paper. Hopefully Giovanna and I can follow in those footsteps and bring the paper along further.

Look for us in the fall! We’re going to hit the ground running.

Nadia Mahallati

Hello, hello, I don’t know why you say goodbye, I say hello

Hello Pacifican readers!

I am excited to come back in the fall and run the Pacifican. Entering this University as a freshman I was not expecting to come as far as I have. I wasn’t even expecting to work for the school paper!

Before attending Pacific, I never knew the experience of being an editor. As an editor for the stockton Record, I had the opportunity to work with some of the best editors in the country and I am sure it will continue to do so after I leave. I have known, since I was little, that journalism was not what I wanted to do, but coming to Pacific changed that. I enjoy working with the writers and editors of the Pacifican, and I know I will be here for the next three years ensuring that the Pacifican is printing better and better quality news.

Nadia and I have worked to greatly improve the look of the paper. Hopefully Giovanna and I can follow in those footsteps and bring the paper along further.

Look for us in the fall! We’re going to hit the ground running.

Devon Blount

Nadia plans on attending law school after graduating. The Pacifican Staff, and those who have spent time with her at Pacific, will miss her witty comments and realistic outlook on life.

We are looking for an accounting/sales representative who can be working for us as a part time worker and get pay on every work you do and you can still keep your regular job while you are working for us. If interested you can email us at mark-scott@live.com for more information.

The Cottages

- Near U.O.P
- Great location
- Privately Gated
- Small Community
- All 2Bd./2Bath

Call About Special
4416 Preciussi Lane
209-473-3626

www.thepacifican.com

Dear Dedicated Pacifican Readers,

As graduation approaches, it is now time for me to say goodbye— to Stockton, to Pacific, and to this paper. It sure has been quite the journey. Right now I can’t wait to leave, but I know in a few weeks, months, or maybe even years, I’ll realize how much I miss my time at Pacific.

When I agreed to be editor, I didn’t realize how hard it was going to be. I thought I would lead some staff meetings, come up with a few story ideas, and then do a bit of copy editing. Really, I’ve had to track down missing paychecks, meet with all kinds of important people, and stay up way too late on Tuesday production nights. I’ve improved my people skills and learned to delegate and relax a little. I also learned that a drink or two with dinner makes going back to work pretty freaking hard.

I like to think my semester as editor produced some positive changes. Each week the paper got better, and I am certain it will continue to do so after I leave. It made me get the warm fuzzies to see the newest issue fly out of the dispensers by Baun, OIT, and the Summit. I would have also hoped to get some new computers for the Pacifican so next year’s staff wasn’t stuck on a couple of hand-me-downs and we can update our software and make things more consistent. Unfortunately, our budget request wasn’t approved and we’re stuck with two old PCs and a Mac. In fact, due to low enrollment, ASiop is several thousand dollars short of meeting last year’s club budget allocation. I hope once all the construction is done on campus, enrollment will be back up and The Pacifican can get the budget it needs to really improve. In the mean time, we’ll raise money with tons of advertisements because I’ll be too poor to make a donation for a few more years.

I’d also like to thank all the readers of “That’s What She Said…”. It was a perfect place for me to vent my frustrations with relationships and dating, and make funny commentary on situations that happened to me and my friends along the way. You haven’t really lived until someone recognizes you from a picture.

Lastly, I’d like to introduce next year’s Editor-In-Chief, Devon Blount. She’s got tons of experience as my, umm, “third arm”, and has lots of exciting things planned for next year. I will be here for the next three years ensuring that the Pacifican is printing better and better quality news.

Nadia and I have worked to greatly improve the look of the paper. Hopefully Giovanna and I can follow in those footsteps and bring the paper along further.

Look for us in the fall! We’re going to hit the ground running.

Until next time,

Guest Writer
Welcome to Our Mobile

Stop by New Accounts at any of our branches and open an e-checking account and begin using Txt Message Banking today! It’s simple, secure and FREE.

- Free first order of checks
- Service charge waived checking with Direct Deposit
- Allows 15 written checks per month
- Free E-Mail Monthly Statement
- Free MasterMoney Debit Card
- Free Internet Banking
- Free Bill Pay
- Free ATM use at all Bank of Stockton/Divisions’ ATMS

Our Mobile Banking is the newest way to get balances, transfer funds, see account history and get low balance alerts, using your cell phone with text messaging! Once you’re enrolled, it’s as simple as texting ‘bal’ (for balance) to ‘banker’ (226537), to get your balance instantly in a text from our bank.

BANK OF STOCKTON
A Leader in Mobile Banking

Test drive and enroll at:
bankofstockton.com

Txt message banking is here!

Stop by New Accounts at any of our branches and open an e-checking account and begin using Txt Message Banking today! It’s simple, secure and FREE.

- Free first order of checks
- Service charge waived checking with Direct Deposit
- Allows 15 written checks per month
- Free E-Mail Monthly Statement
- Free MasterMoney Debit Card
- Free Internet Banking
- Free Bill Pay
- Free ATM use at all Bank of Stockton/Divisions’ ATMS

Our Mobile Banking is the newest way to get balances, transfer funds, see account history and get low balance alerts, using your cell phone with text messaging! Once you’re enrolled, it’s as simple as texting ‘bal’ (for balance) to ‘banker’ (226537), to get your balance instantly in a text from our bank.

BANK OF STOCKTON
A Leader in Mobile Banking

Test drive and enroll at:
bankofstockton.com